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Abstract Many industrial object-sorting applications

leverage benefits of hyperspectral imaging technology.

Design of object sorting algorithms is a challenging

pattern recognition problem due to its multi-level

nature. Objects represented by sets of pixels/spectra

in hyperspectral images are to be allocated into pre-

specified sorting categories. Sorting categories are

often defined in terms of lower-level concepts such as

material or defect types. This paper illustrates the

design of two-stage sorting algorithms, learning to

discriminate individual pixels/spectra and fusing the

per-pixel decisions into a single per-object outcome.

The paper provides a case-study on algorithm design in

a real-world industrial sorting problem. Four groups of

algorithms are studied varying the level of prior

knowledge about the sorting problem. Apart of the

sorting accuracy, the algorithm execution speed is

estimated assuming an ideal implementation. Relating

these two performance criteria allows us to discuss the

accuracy/speed trade-off of different algorithms.

Keywords Hyperspectral imaging � Object sorting �
Algorithm design � Pattern recognition

1 Introduction

Spectral imaging has gained importance in industrial

sorting applications. Rich spectral information pro-

vided by hyperspectral sensors can capture detailed

material composition. The advantages of spectral

measurements are combined with the locality and

resolution of image data. Using various image pro-

cessing techniques, objects or defects may be localized.

The object sorting applications of spectral imaging in-

clude recycling applications (polymers [9], paper [17])

and quality control (apples [1, 8], potatoes [10],

tomatoes [16] or poultry [4, 7]).

Existing studies on object sorting usually discuss the

design of the entire sorting system, starting from the

imaging spectrometer, data calibration, and pre-pro-

cessing and finishing with the sorting algorithm and the

system evaluation. Due to complexity of the system

design, pattern recognition algorithms and their per-

formance evaluation usually receive only limited

attention. In this paper, we attempt to remedy this

situation providing the sorting community with a more

detailed analysis of several advanced sorting algo-

rithms on a real-world object sorting problem.

The contribution of this work is two-fold. Firstly, we

discuss not only the sorting accuracy of the algorithms

but also estimate their computational complexity in

execution. In addition to such estimates given in other

studies [9, 17], we visualize the relation between both

performance metrics. This allows us to discuss effects

of different design choices and provides ground for

multi-criterial selection of algorithms in sorting prob-

lems.

The second contribution of this study lays in the

systematic approach to design and evaluation of object
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sorting algorithms. Existing studies often design clas-

sifiers at the level of pixels/spectra assuming that the

high-performance classification of pixels will result in a

high-performance object sorting [9, 10, 16, 17]. This

approach, however, neglects the influence of the nec-

essary pixel-to-object fusion step. We have shown in

[15], that a model, selected by optimizing the per-pixel

error, may yield a high per-object error due to the used

fusion rule. We therefore argue, that to meet the per-

formance estimates in production, the sorting algo-

rithms need to be designed optimizing the per-object

performance metrics.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we

describe the object sorting system from the pattern

recognition perspective. In Sect. 3, the studied sorting

algorithms are introduced. Section 4 discusses the

evaluation strategy for object sorting problems. The

description of the dataset used, experimental setup and

results are discussed in Sect. 5. Finally, the conclusions

are given.

2 Object sorting system

The object sorting system based on spectral imaging

receives an image stream on its input. Objects, present

in the stream, are detected and each of them is classi-

fied into one of the pre-specified sorting categories. In

this study, we assume a perfect object detector and

focus entirely on the design of the object classifier.

Surveying the real-world object sorting problems we

can observe that the sorting categories are usually de-

fined using lower-level concepts [9, 10]. For example,

in potato sorting the high-level category defected po-

tato is described by fractions (percentiles) of damage,

rot, or greening present in the object. In this study, we

follow the approach where the classifiers of the high-

level classes or lower-level concepts are trained based

on individual pixels/spectra within the objects. The per-

object decision is then performed by the fusion of

lower-level decisions [9, 15]. From a pattern recogni-

tion viewpoint, such sorting system exhibits multiple

levels, namely pixels/spectra, objects, lower-level con-

cepts (modes), and high-level categories (classes).

Formally, an object zi, i = 1,...,N is assigned into one

of the C pre-defined high-level categories (classes)

W = {x:x = 1,2,...,C}. Each category x 2 W is defined

as a collection of concepts {mj
x: j = 1,...,Mx}, where Mx

denotes the number of concepts in a category x; the

total number of concepts M =
P

x Mx. Each object zi

belongs to a single concept mi
x and thereby to a single

class x and is composed of Ki pixels/spectra repre-

sented as D-dimensional feature vectors xi 2 RD.

We assume that in a sorting problem the concepts of

high-level categories are known apriori. The sorting

algorithms may thereby leverage this prior knowledge

i.e. account for the problem multi-modality. Otherwise,

cluster analysis may be employed to define lower-level

concepts in multi-modal problems [12]. Note that we

use the term mode to describe lower-level concepts of

sorting categories. This differs from the statistical

convention where mode usually represents a unimodal

peak of the probability density function. Modes of a

sorting system such as material types may thereby ex-

hibit internal statistical multi-modality.

3 Sorting algorithms

The object sorting algorithms considered in this study

operate in two steps, namely at the pixel and object

level. During training, a pixel-level classifier of the

high-level classes is derived. For a new object to be

sorted, this trained classifier is applied to all the object

pixels and its crisp decisions are collected. The object is

then assigned to the high-level class based on the

majority vote. Because the pixel-to-object fusion rule is

fixed, only the pixel-level classifier needs to be trained.

We study four groups of the pixel-level algorithms:

– State-of-the-art algorithms published in other studies

– Dissimilarity-based algorithms

– Decomposition-based descriptors (mixtures)

– Decomposition-based discriminants.

3.1 State-of-the-art algorithms

– FLD: Fisher linear discriminant directly applied to

spectral data

– GLDB-FLD: spectra-specific feature extractor (a

top-down Generalizer Local Discriminant Bases

algorithm [5]) followed by the FLD

– PCA-QDC: Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

followed by quadratic discriminant assuming normal

densities (QDC) [9]

– PCA-3NN: PCA followed by the 3-nearest neighbor

rule [17]

– DBC-NN: nearest mean classifier using Spectral

Angle Mapper (SAM) distance [19] and mean class

spectra as prototypes [9]

The PCA accounts for 99% of data variance [2].

3.2 Dissimilarity-based approaches

Four dissimilarity-based sorting algorithms are discus-

sed varying the classification strategy and dissimilarity
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measure. Apart of the traditionally-used nearest

neighbor classifier, also the approach based on a dis-

similarity space is used [3]. The dissimilarities to pro-

totypes are considered as new features. All the training

spectra are projected into this new space and the FLD

classifier is trained. Note that this approach leverages

correlations between dissimilarities to different proto-

types.

Two spectra-specific dissimilarity measures are em-

ployed, namely the Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) and

a derivative-based distance computing L1-norm be-

tween smoothed Gaussian derivatives of spectra [11].

The derivative-based dissimilarity adopts the Savitzky–

Golay algorithm with a window of 11 wavelengths [14].

All algorithms use mean spectra of training objects as

prototypes and learn to directly distinguish the high-

level classes.

– SAM-NN: object prototypes, SAM, 1-NN

– SAM-FLD: object prototypes, SAM, FLD

– DerDist-NN: object prototypes, derivative dissimi-

larity, 1-NN

– DerDist-FLD: object prototypes, derivative dissimi-

larity, FLD.

3.3 Decomposition-based descriptors

The classifiers in this group describe the material types

by statistical models. Typically, the allocation of

training examples to modes is estimated using the EM

algorithm. However, in case of the multi-level sorting

problem defined in Sect. 2, the mixture model may take

advantage of the known material membership of the

training examples. Thus, we use a single component

per material type and estimate the mixture parameters

directly using the material type labels.

– MOGC: Gaussian mixture model built on original

spectra

– PCA-MOGC: PCA dimensionality reduction, fol-

lowed by MOGC

– mode-SIMCA: for each mode a separate PCA

projection and model is built. The classification is

performed based on the combination of in-model

Mahalanobis and out-of-model Euclidean distance

[18]

– LDA-MOGC: Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

on data modes; MOGC in the resulting low-D

subspace.

These algorithms are chosen to illustrate a gradual

increase in supervision of data representation. Starting

a mixture model built in the original space, unsuper-

vised dimensionality reduction (PCA-MOGC), per-

mode reduction by mode-SIMCA, to the supervised

representation built by LDA-MOGC.

3.4 Decomposition-based discriminants

The algorithms in Sect. 3.3 describe the data by mod-

eling the class-conditional probability distributions.

However, building a full class descriptor requires more

statistical evidence than designing a class discriminant

because the entire data domain is modeled, not only

the separation boundary. Because the eventual goal of

object sorting is class discrimination, we proposed in

[12] to tackle the multi-modal sorting problem by a

combination of simple discriminants rather than by

data descriptors. A complex problem is first decom-

posed into two-class sub-problems involving only pairs

of concepts (modes) from different classes. Note that

this form of decomposition leverages the prior knowl-

edge on the sorting problem. For each of such (M2 –
P

x (Mx)2)/2 sub-problems a linear discriminant is

derived. All training examples are then processed by

the sub-problem discriminants, their outputs concate-

nated, re-scaled and labeled by the high-level class

labels. On this second-stage dataset the final linear

discriminant (combiner) is trained. We have illustrated

in [12] that a sigmoidal mapping of the first-stage dis-

criminants’ outputs results in a non-linear classifier.1

The advantage of this setup is the fast execution

because a non-linear classification is achieved using

inexpensive linear discriminants. Note that this scheme

resembles a two-layer neural network. The proposed

classifier is however trained deterministically in two

steps, not by an error-correction mechanism typical to

neural networks.

We employ two variants of this Decomposition-

based Multi-Modal Discriminant (DMMD) algorithm:

– DMMD: both the sub-problem discriminants and the

combiner are FLDs

– GLDB-DMMD: for each sub-problem a specific

feature representation is first derived by the GLDB

extractor [5]. The FLD is used both as the first-stage

classifier and as the combiner.

For the sake of comparison, we also include a naı̈ve

algorithm which builds discriminants between all pairs

of modes and combines their outputs by majority vot-

ing. This algorithm neglects the prior knowledge on the

sorting problem i.e. the fact that only the discrimina-

tion between materials originating from different high-

1 We adopt the sigmoidal scaling of classifier outputs used in
PRTools toolbox [2]. The sigmoid bias is fixed to zero and the
slope parameter is estimated on the training set using the max-
imum-likelihood estimator.
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level classes is of interest. This algorithm is similar to

the Bayesian Pair-wise Classifier (BPC) proposed by

Kumar et al. [5] for general multi-class spectral classi-

fication:

– BPC: for each pair of modes a PCA projection

accounting for 95% of variance is trained and a

regularized QDC is built. The per-pixel decision on

the high-level class is made by voting over the

M(M – 1)/2 crisp classifiers’ outputs.

4 Evaluation of object sorting algorithms

In this study, we consider two performance criteria of

an object sorting algorithm related to the sorting

accuracy and the speed of algorithm execution,

respectively. Due to nature of hyperspectral imagery,

the number of pixels/spectra handled during the sorting

algorithm design may be very large (hundreds of

thousands). However, the number of respective objects

may be still limited to tens or hundreds. Because the

algorithm performance needs to be estimated on ob-

jects unseen during the training phase, object sorting

may pose a small-sample size problem. In such situa-

tion, a cross-validation procedure conducted over ob-

jects is necessary to provide realistic estimates of

sorting performance.

A set of available objects is split into ten parts by

sampling the high-level classes. In each fold, the nine

parts are used for training of the sorting algorithm. The

performance of the trained algorithm is then estimated

using the remaining tenth of objects. The process is

repeated ten times so each object appears in the testing

stage only once. Note that all the steps required for

building of a sorting algorithm such as feature-extrac-

tors and pixel classifiers are trained using the objects in

the per-fold training set.

4.1 Sorting accuracy

The eventual goal of a sorting system is accurate

allocation of new objects into the sorting categories

(classes). In order to estimate the sorting accuracy, the

mean error rate is usually adopted. This error metric,

however, depends on the prior probabilities of the

classes. In order to compare mean error rates, the class

priors should be fixed. In this study, we estimate the

mean error rate assuming the equal class priors eeq.

In reality, the class priors may shift. For example,

the fraction of defective potatoes in a sorting batch

may change based on a particular geographical loca-

tion being processed. A sorting algorithm with a high

accuracy at the equal-prior operating point may loose

performance when confronted with unbalanced priors

[6]. In order to evaluate algorithms over the range of

priors, we construct the Receiver-Operator Curve

(ROC).

4.2 Execution speed

Pattern recognition algorithms are usually developed

incrementally as the designer’s understanding of the

problem improves. The resulting implementation

prototype is thus optimized for the sake of flexibility

not execution speed. Measuring the speed of an

algorithm prototype may be, thereby, not indicative of

its true speed potential. On the other hand, maxi-

mizing the execution speed during the algorithm de-

sign phase limits the number of investigated variants.

The eventual fast solution may be very sub-optimal in

terms of sorting accuracy or robustness. Considering

this accuracy/speed trade-off, we favor the flexible

incremental design of multiple sorting algorithms

and propose to estimate their execution speed based

on a model of an ideal implementation. Ideal imple-

mentation assumes that all quantities that may be

precomputed prior the execution are indeed precom-

puted.

In this study, the execution speed is estimated by the

number of operations required for processing of a

single pixel/spectrum in a hyperspectral image. The

effect of pixel-to-object fusion by voting is neglected

because the same majority voting combiner is used for

all studied algorithms. The eventual object-sorting

speed is proportional to the number of pixels in an

average object.

5 Experiments

The dataset, used in this study, originates from the

recycling application. Hyperspectral images of objects

moving on the conveyor belt were acquired using N17

spectrograph from SpecIm, Ltd. and SU-128 InGaAs

camera from Sensors Unlimited. The data were

normalized using dark current and white background

reference images.

Two sorting categories (classes) are considered, de-

fined in terms of three or six material types (modes),

respectively. Each object is entirely composed of a

single material. The material type of each object is

known during the training phase. Table 1 provides

details on the number of objects and pixels/spectra in

each material type and class. On average, an object is

represented by 360 pixels/spectra.
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The available set of 197 objects was randomly split

into a design set of 133 objects and the validation set

with 64 objects. Random sampling is performed for

objects of each material type separately. The validation

set thereby contains objects of each material type.

While the design set is used for incremental design and

evaluation of the discussed sorting algorithms, the

validation set was kept untouched during the design

stage. Such splitting of the data limits the number of

objects available during the algorithm design and

thereby also the achieved sorting performance. It al-

lows us, on the other hand, to validate the reliability of

the performance estimates obtained during the design

phase (Sect. 5.3).

5.1 Results on sorting accuracy

Figure 1 presents the mean ROC curves estimated by

the cross-validation procedure. In the sub-figure 1a we

can observe that the DBC-NN method, implementing a

type of a nearest mean classifier, performs worse than

the FLD-based algorithms. This class covariance-

structure apparently carries important discriminatory

information. The bare FLD classifier, applied directly

to the spectral data, provides more accurate discrimi-

nation than the FLD classifier trained on features ex-

tracted by the GLDB method. This observation

suggests that the sample size is sufficient for training a

classifier directly on wavelength features and addi-

tional dimensionality reduction step is not necessary.

There is little observable benefit of the non-linear

PCA-3NN classifier over the linear methods.

Sub-figure 1b presents the results of the dissimilar-

ity-based algorithms. FLD classifiers built in a dissim-

ilarity space (dashed lines) perform better than the

nearest-neighbor rules (solid lines). This result is in

agreement with other studies suggesting that exploiting

correlations between dissimilarities to prototypes is

better classification strategy than simple ranking of

dissimilarity values [3, 11]. The classifiers employing

the derivate-based dissimilarity are to be preferred

over the algorithms using the SAM distance. This

suggests that shapes of spectra, emphasized by the

derivative-based dissimilarity, bear additional discrim-

inatory information.

The results of decomposition-based descriptors are

given in sub-figure 1c. The Gaussian mixture model

built directly in the 128-dimensional feature space of

wavelengths appears to perform significantly better

than algorithms employing unsupervised (PCA-

MOGC, circular markers) or per-mode (modal-SIM-

CA, square markers) dimensionality reduction. The

PCA dimensionality reduction probably recovers

directions preserving the overall data variance but

unrelated to the class discrimination. The mode-SIM-

CA algorithm may also suffer from the choice of the

proper distance measure combining the contribution of

the in-model and out-of-model distances, as observed

in [13]. On the other hand, the supervised dimension-

ality reduction by LDA on modes (LDA-MOGC)

improves over the result of the MOGC algorithm. It is

clearly beneficial to derive the low-dimensional (8D)

feature space informative for mode and thereby also

class separation. The LDA-MOGC yields the highest

sorting accuracy of all investigated algorithms.

The decomposition-based discriminants are pre-

sented in sub-figure 1d. The BPC method (dashed line)

slightly outperforms the two DMMD approaches. The

DMMD classifier applying the FLD classifiers directly

to spectral wavelengths provides better solution

than the GLDB-DMMD algorithm employing the

sub-problem GLDB extractors. However, these per-

formance differences are not significant, as we can

observe in Fig. 2 (the ROC plots in Fig. 1 omit the

error bars for the sake of clarity).

5.2 Relation between sorting error and execution

speed

In Fig. 2 we visualize the relation between the equal-

prior classification error of sorting algorithms and their

predicted execution speed in terms of number of

operations (plotted on a logarithmic scale). In case of

classification errors, the means and standard deviations

of the means over the ten fold cross-validation folds

are provided. For the number of operations, minimum

and maximum values are given.

The group of state-of-the-art methods exhibits fast

execution due to dimensionality reduction algorithms

involved (GLDB, PCA or FLD). The only exception is

the PCA-3NN algorithm, slowed down by the compu-

tation of dissimilarities to the 1000 prototype objects.

None of the algorithms, however, reaches the equal-

prior error lower than 15%.

Table 1 Number of objects and spectra for each of the material
types and class of the design dataset

Class Material type No. of objects No. of spectra

1 a 18 7,175
1 b 58 21,055
1 c 16 4,078
2 d 4 1,597
2 e 6 2,170
2 f 5 2,648
2 g 8 1,762
2 h 12 5,442
2 i 6 2,794
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The accuracy improvement of classifiers built in a

dissimilarity-space (SAM-FLD and DerDist-FLD)

over the nearest neighbor rules (SAM-NN and Der-

Dist-NN) does not result in a significantly slower exe-

cution. Because the same set of prototypes is used, the

marginal slow-down is only due to the use of a

weighted sum instead of the minimum operation on the

same set of dissimilarity values [11]. Using the identical

prototype sets, the derivative-based dissimilarity yields

a more informative data representation than the SAM

measure. It is, however, more than five times slower in

execution. Note that our execution model assumes

sequential implementation. By parallelizing the dis-

similarity computations, the speed of algorithms could

be significantly increased.

The full mixture of Gaussians built in the original

space of spectral wavelengths (MOGC) provides an

accurate but slow classifier. The dimensionality

reduction using PCA on the entire dataset (PCA-

MOGC), or on the modes (mode-SIMCA), does in-

crease the execution speed but results in the loss of

accuracy. The supervised feature extraction using LDA

on the modes, followed by a mixture model (LDA-

MOGC) yields the best accuracy/speed trade-off. It is

apparently beneficial to use the supervision and prior

knowledge on the sorting problem (mode labels) for

the derivation of a data representation. The extracted

8-dimensional space (LDA projection using nine

modes as classes) allows for construction of a fast non-

linear classifier.

The decomposition-based discriminants provide

overall high-accuracy solutions. The BPC classifier

exhibits large speed variability. The PCA projections

computed for all the 36 mode pairs by fixing the 95% of
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(d) Decomposition-based discriminants

Fig. 1 Mean ROC curves for the four algorithm groups
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preserved variance result in output dimensionalities

varying from 3 to 45 dimensions where quadratic dis-

criminants are built. While the DMMD classifier

reaches similar classification error of 5%, it is based on

computationally-cheap linear discriminants and derives

the needed non-linear solution using sigmoids with

only a single parameter for each of the 18 sub-prob-

lems. This makes it an order of magnitude faster than

BPC. Deriving specific GLDB features for each

sub-problem does increase the speed further but also

lowers the classification accuracy.

5.3 The performance on the independent validation

set

Complex sorting algorithms are usually developed

incrementally using a design set of objects. The appli-

cation-specific problems such as multi-modality or

required level of non-linearity are understood by the

designer based on of algorithms’ performances esti-

mated on the design set. Based on this knowledge,

more advanced architectures are introduced. Such

incremental algorithm development inevitably results

in overtraining, i.e. in over-emphasizing the structure

of the design set which is not necessarily repeated in

the object sets met later on during production.

In this section, we use an entirely independent set of

objects to assess the performance differences with re-

spect to the expected error rates predicted during the

design stage by the cross-validation procedure. Each of

the studied algorithms was re-trained using the entire

design set and executed on the validation set of objects.

The results are presented in Fig. 2 by red cross mark-

ers. Note that although these results illustrate a real-

istic performance snapshot which may be observed in

production, they lack any statistical significance.

It is interesting to compare the validation perfor-

mances of related types of algorithms. For example,

while the validation-set error rate of the bare FLD

algorithm falls within the error bar predicted on the

design set, the error rate of the GLDB-FLD algorithm

does not. We can observe the similar effect between

the LDA-MOGC algorithm which is preceded by a

feature extractor and the MOGC classifier which is not.

This could suggest that an additional feature-extraction

step may reduce the algorithm robustness by empha-

sizing directions which are not informative for the class

separation in case of the validation-set objects.

However, all the three decomposition-based discri-

minants predict the validation-set performance very

well including the GLDB-DMMD algorithm which

does employ an extra feature extraction in each of

the sub-problems. Although the existing evidence is

not sufficient to draw generalizing conclusions, we

hypothesize that the decomposition-based discrimi-

nants may exhibit more robustness due to their multi-

stage nature. Contrary to the LDA-MOGC algorithm

sequentially extracting features and performing a non-

linear classification, the DMMD and BPC algorithms

combine the simpler sub-problem decisions into the

single per-pixel decision. The combiner might be

increasing the algorithm robustness.

The overall conclusion we draw from this experi-

ment is that the design set of objects is apparently not

well representative of the validation set. Some algo-

rithms are severely affected by this discrepancy. In

order to understand the reasons for the unexpectedly

large validation-set error, a larger scale study is needed

including multiple validation sets.

6 Conclusions

This paper discusses the design of pattern recognition

algorithms for object sorting based on hyperspectral

imaging. The design of object sorting systems is com-

plicated by the presence of multiple levels such as

pixels/spectra, objects, material types and sorting

categories.

Sixteen algorithms, compared on a real-world

industrial sorting problem, vary the amount of avail-

able prior knowledge, such as the existence of lower-

level concepts or definition of sorting categories in

terms of these concepts.
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Simple classifiers learning the high-level classes by

classical combination of PCA dimensionality reduction

followed by a classifier provide fast but high-error

solutions. The dissimilarity algorithms may reach high-

accuracy sorting but are expensive in execution due to

large number of prototypes involved. Sorting accuracy

may be significantly improved by exchanging the

nearest neighbor rule with a classifier trained in a

similarity space. Execution complexity of dissimilarity-

based classifiers could be reduced by parallelization of

dissimilarity evaluations.

Two types of algorithms employing decomposition

of the sorting problem were considered, namely the

descriptors and discriminants. While the descriptors

attempt to model the lower-level concepts, the discri-

minant merely learn to distinguish between them. The

Gaussian mixture trained on the original spectra (our

basic data descriptor) provides high sorting accuracy,

but is very slow in execution due to high dimension-

ality. The best accuracy/speed trade-offs are reached

by a mixture trained in a low-dimensional feature

space extracted using the prior knowledge on material-

types (LDA-MOGC) and by the ensemble of sub-

problem specific linear discriminants (DMMD).

Finally, an independent set of objects was used to

compare the performance predicted during the algo-

rithm design with that observed in a realistic produc-

tion situation. The results suggest that some algorithms

(DMMD, BPC, MOGC, SAM-FLD) might be more

robust to such unseen configuration of objects than

others (LDA-MOGC, DerDist-FLD). Statistical

assessment of algorithm robustness to varying object

configuration and understanding of reasons of this

variation is of great importance for sorting system

design and will become a topic of our future research.
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